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OpenLimit Holding AG: Fujitsu and OpenLimit sign OEM contract for unique,
long-term archiving solution
(Baar, October 20th, 2011) – Fujitsu Technology Solutions GmbH and OpenLimit SignCubes AG,
a 100% subsidiary of OpenLimit Holding AG, today signed a pioneering Original Equipment
Manufacturing (OEM) agreement concerning the SecDocs product, which was developed in
close cooperation to provide a software solution for evidentiary value-preserving, long-term
archiving. Beginning in the 4th quarter of 2011, both companies will be offering this joint
product via their respective distribution channels under the official name “Fujitsu SecDocs
powered by OpenLimit”. Intended for sale worldwide, SecDocs can be either deployed by
customers as a standalone component in their data centres or subscribed to as a softwareas-a-service solution. Initial pilot projects have been implemented successfully already and
will soon be starting live operation. SecDocs is currently undergoing Common Criteria
certification by the German Federal Office for Security in Information Technology (BSI).
“Fujitsu SecDocs powered by OpenLimit” is a product designed for the confidential archiving
of digital documents. It combines the high-availability storage of large volumes of
documents with sustained preservation of evidentiary value in a flexible and multifunctional
solution. The middleware stores the documents in standardised durable memory systems
based on open standards in such a way that they remain readable and can be migrated in
the long term. The process used to regularly check the validity of the signatures and oversignatures runs automatically using future-proof algorithms.
Fujitsu SecDocs offers customers advantageous pricing combined with significantly
enhanced efficiency compared with physical document archives. The OEM agreement
stipulates, among other conditions, how both companies will share the sales revenue
resulting from basic licence fees, recurring inventory and transaction charges, as well as
software maintenance and support.
In celebration of the new OEM agreement Fujitsu Technology Solutions and OpenLimit will
host an official launch event under the motto „Longer than a Human Life - SecDocs 2012“ on
October 24th, 2011 in Munich and will present the current status of the SecDocs product
platform to selected clients, partners and relevant testing and certification authorities
together with a roadmap for 2012.

About OpenLimit
OpenLimit Holding AG is an internationally leading provider of certified software solutions
for electronic signatures and identities. Our software components can easily be integrated
into existing applications, enabling a highly efficient management of electronic documents,
media-consistent workflows and process optimisation in all business sectors. OpenLimit
holds the very first certification recognising world-wide compliance with international
security standard, Common Criteria EAL 4+, guaranteeing the highest degree of security and
legal validity currently achievable.
Additional information is available under: http://www.openlimit.com/en
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Legal Disclaimer
The content of this announcement is for informational purposes only and does not represent
an investment recommendation, a solicitation to a private placement or an offer to
purchase or sell stock or any other financial instrument of the Company. OpenLimit Holding
AG shall assume no liability for losses occurred directly or indirectly as a result of providing
this information. This, in particular, applies to potential losses incurred with stock of
OpenLimit Holding AG.
This announcement contains forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are
statements which do not describe actual facts from the past; they also compromise
statements about our assumptions and expectations. Every statement in this announcement
which reflects our intentions, assumptions, expectations or forecasts (together with the
assumptions that give rise to our views) constitutes a forward-looking statement. These
statements refer to plans, estimates and forecasts which are currently available to the
management of OpenLimit Holding AG. Thus forward-looking statements only refer to the
day on which they were made. We shall accept no obligation to adjust and/or publicize such
adjusted statements in the light of new information or future results.

